INTRODUCTION
The design and management of a coastal structure must take into account not only the different levels of damage along its useful life but also the construction, reparation and dismantling costs. Therefore, it should be addressed as an optimization problem that depends on random multivariate climate variables. In this context it is essential to develop tools that allow the simulation of storms taking into account all the main maritime variables and their evolution (Borgman, 1969) . In general, most studies focusing on storm characterization and evolution use geometric shapes like the equivalent triangular storm (Bocotti, 2000; ROM-1.0; 2009) to characterize individual storms. Actual storms have, however, irregular and random histories.
In this work, we present a simple and efficient methodology to simulate time-series of storm events including several maritime variables. This methodology includes the use of non-stationary parametric distributions (Solari, 2011) 
RESULTS
A 50-year time-series of simulated storms in Granada, Spain was done using historical wave climate from the point SIMAR-2041080 (Puertos del Estado) with hourly data from 1958-2018. Using a threshold value Hs,u, corresponding to the 95 th percentile, approximately 1500, storms were identified. Hs and Tp were fitted using Exponential and Lognormal distributions, respectively. The mean direction qm was fitted using a mixture distribution model of two truncated Normal distributions (Figure 1) . A Clayton copula was used to study the seasonal dependence of D and I. (Figure 2) . Figure 3 presents six simulations of the annual evolution of the significant wave height Hs. As observed in Figures 4 and 5 , the relation between the main maritime variables Hs, Tp and qm and the storms' duration D and magnitude M (defined as the area describing the storm) is kept between the data and the simulations. Therefore, the proposed model reproduces fairly well the joint stochastic character of the random variables of extreme events. Therefore, this is an efficient methodology that allows a multivariate description of maritime variables and their evolution in extreme events. 
